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With the development of modern science and technology, information technology has brought great changes to many ﬁelds.
Smart justice has become one of the increasing areas that people are paying more attention to. For example, large and small cases
occur every day, and the legal library is continuously updated. Therefore, a large number of documents and evidence collection
archives will bring tremendous pressure on the judiciary. The text generation technology can automatically present the results
extracted from these redundant legal data and express the results of the analysis in natural language. It facilitates the business for
huge amounts of legal data eﬀectively, which relieves the work pressure of the judicial department. However, the text generation
algorithms have not been promoted in justice. Therefore, this paper focuses on what beneﬁts text generation can produce in law
and how to apply text generation technology in legal ﬁeld. The survey provides a comprehensive overview on text generation
ﬁrstly, through summarizing the existing methods, that is, text to text, data to text, and visual to text. Then, we examine the process
of the practical application of text generation in law. Furthermore, this paper puts forward the challenges and possible solutions to
the judicial text generation, which provides pointers on future work.

1. Introduction
For a country, law maintains social stability. For each individual, law is a powerful weapon to defend people’s rights
and interests. As a result, the work of the legal sector is often
arduous and onerous. According to statistics, the legal database has collected nearly one million pieces of provisions.
It is conceivable that judges cannot memorize all laws and
regulations, thus aﬀecting the fairness and eﬃciency of
judgments. In addition, in recent years, Chinese citizens
have visited, consulted, and handled aﬀairs on the website of
the Ministry of Justice hundreds of millions of times, which
indicates that the legal department needs to devote a lot of
time, manpower, and material resources to solve people’s
problems. Text data processing is particularly important in
many judicial services. Automatic generation of legal texts
can alleviate the shortage of legal professionals. Through the
automatic generation of legal texts, the paperwork of legal
service personnel can be reduced, thus improving the

eﬃciency of generating legal documents and avoiding the
waste of judicial resources. With the gradual improvement
of the society ruled by law, the requirements of judicial
activities in China are getting higher and higher, so the
generation of legal texts is of great signiﬁcance to the judicial
ﬁeld.
Automatic text generation is a technique in which a
computer generates natural language from some form of
data content. Natural language generation technology rose
since the 70s [1]. The template generation (template-based
generation) is the ﬁrst use of text automatic generation
technology. After that, the schema generation technology
(schema-based generation) and phrases planning technology (phrase/plan expansion) which are based on the theory
of RST (Rhetorical Structure) and many other technologies
gradually appeared.
There are quite a few frontier research works on legal text
generation in NLP (natural language processing) and artiﬁcial intelligence ﬁelds. In recent years, there have been
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some achievements and applications with international
inﬂuence in this ﬁeld. Text automatic generation is the main
research direction in the ﬁeld of natural language processing,
and deep learning algorithms play an important role in the
ﬁeld of natural language processing. In recent years, more
and more researchers have combined the technology with
artiﬁcial intelligence, such as Microsoft’s chatbot “Xiaobing,” Headline’s news robot “Zhang Xiaoming,” and Tencent’s “dream writer.” At present, automatic text generation
technology has been successively applied in entertainment,
meteorology, medicine, news, and other ﬁelds [2–4].
However, the technology is not yet fully available in the
judicial system, but the importance of text generation in law
should not be underestimated. At present, judicial artiﬁcial
intelligence can simply realize legal retrieval, document
search, and so on. Besides, some intelligent legal software has
been put into commercial use, in which text generation
technology has made many contributions. For example, in
the Competition on Legal Information Extraction in 2018,
Tran et al. [5] used text generation technology to represent
documents with abstracts and achieved the best performance. Then, they used the 2018 model as a pretrained
phrase scoring model and lexical matching technology in the
2019 competition. The model combining text generation
techniques performed well again in the legal case retrieval
task. In commercial software products, Kira can be used to
extract the terms of the contract; RAVN systems can eﬃciently summarize your legal documents; Lex Machina
analyzes the historical data of the lawsuit for lawyers and
generates a report; Lisa and Automio robots can generate
agreements and legal documents based on questions and
answers from users. These beneﬁcial features are inseparable
from text generation technology.
In addition, automatic text generation still has rosy
prospect in the judicial system. If the automatic text generation technology is widely used in the law system, it will
greatly improve the eﬃciency of the workﬂow of law, which
is a promising opportunity. Examples include the following:
(1) When people need legal advice or case inquiry, due to
limited human and material resources, the human window
may not be able to provide timely services. In the process of
inquiry, there may be some questions that are too embarrassing to mention, which may lead to the ineﬀective and
inaccurate progress of the case. In the process of solving
problems, the staﬀ may not be able to ﬁnd the appropriate
provisions in hundreds of thousands of legal provisions in a
short time [6]. Intelligent dialog system based on text
generation algorithms can solve the above problems. (2) At
present, the public security department has presented “data
police,” which can make prediction and give warning
according to police data [7]. Regular work reports are indispensable. Therefore, some content selection can be made
on these data, and relevant reports can be generated automatically by text generation algorithm. (3) To meet the
requirements of modern information management, text
generation algorithm can convert traditional ﬁles in the form
of picture and video into document format for storage. (4) In
traditional sentencing, judges need to read a lot of documents, which requires a lot of time and energy. If the text
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generation technology is applied to extract and summarize
the contents of ﬁles and indictments, it can not only save
time but also realize transparent and fair handling of cases.
The possible application of automatic text generation in law
is not limited to this, but it can be seen that legal text
generation is very promising.
This article aims to explore the necessity and possibility
of automatic text generation in the judicial system. First, this
article will classify and summarize the existing classic text
generation algorithms from three diﬀerent forms of input
content: text input, data input, and visual input in Section 2.
Then, we explain in detail how to apply these text generation
algorithms to justice with the existing works and provide 6
authoritative and available legal datasets that can be used for
text generation or other artiﬁcial intelligence tasks in Section
3. Section 4 analyzes the possible problems and feasible
countermeasures in the application of text generation algorithm to justice, which gives new research directions for
both text generation and intelligent law. At last, Section 5
concludes the paper.

2. Automatic Text Generation
According to diﬀerent input, automatic text generation can be
divided into three categories: text-to-text generation, data-totext generation, and image-to-text generation [8]. Each
technology here is extremely challenging, but with the rapid
development of natural language generation technology and
artiﬁcial intelligence, each technology has more detailed
classiﬁcation and cutting-edge application methods. Text-totext generation is divided into text summarization and dialog
system. Text summarization is divided into extraction and
abstraction forms to express the central idea of the article.
Dialog system is intended to generate the natural language of
response and generates models in three modes: templatebased, knowledge-based, and network-based. Data-to-text
generation is mainly divided into two solutions: content
selection and surface realization, and rule-based and databased methods are adopted. For visual-to-text generation,
image and video input are integrated into visual form input. It
can be realized by template-based and network-based
methods. In this section, we will discuss text generation
techniques: text-to-text generation, data-to-text generation,
and visual-to-text generation. Figure 1 gives an overview of
the automatic text generation methods.
2.1. Text to Text. Text-to-text generation is a technology to
convert the given text content into a new text. The process of
this technology mainly includes text summarization, sentence
compression, sentence fusion, and text retelling, which can be
applied in the ﬁelds of information summarization, news
writing, system dialog, and machine translation. This section
mainly introduces text summary technology and intelligent
dialog technology which can be employed to smart justice.
2.1.1. Text Summarization. Automatic text summarization
utilizes computers to extract simple coherent text content
from the original text, which can fully and accurately express
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Figure 1: Text generation methods.

the central idea of the whole text. Summarization can be
divided into extractive form and abstractive form: extractive
form is composed of important sentences in the original text,
while abstractive form is composed of new sentences. Traditional automatic text summarization is in extractive form.
In the original text summary methods, sentences were
rated, sorted, and selected by word frequency, sentence
position (ﬁrst and last sentence), and keywords. Luhn
proposed [9] to rate sentences according to the word frequency. The sentences with more frequent words have
higher scores, and the sentences with higher ﬁnal scores
constitute the abstract of the text. This seemingly simple
method sometimes has better eﬀects than some complex
methods [10]. In [11], Edmundson calculated the score of
each sentence by integrating factors such as clue words, title,
sentences at the beginning and end of paragraphs, and
keyword frequency and selected sentences with high scores
to form the abstract.
At the end of the twentieth century, machine learning
emerged in text automatic summarization, making the
process of summarization more intelligent. Inspired by
Edmundson’s idea, Kupiec added naive Bayesian classiﬁcation model [12] to determine whether the extracted
sentences meet the requirements of abstract. In 1999, Lin
et al. applied the decision tree to the process of grading
sentences and extracted the sentences with the highest scores
to form an abstract. After that, Osborne [13] proposed an
automatic text summarization method with a better extraction eﬀect than the naive Bayesian model, which was
based on the log-linear model and considered the relationship between diﬀerent features.
In the twenty-ﬁrst century, the emergence of neural
networks made a breakthrough in text summarization
technology. Kageback et al. [14] proved that the networkbased text summarization method was signiﬁcantly superior

to other traditional methods. The automatic text summarization based on neural networks could generate the
summarization of extractive form mentioned above or abstractive form [15]. The models can be divided into extraction model and abstraction model [16]. Among them,
CNNs (convolutional neural networks) and RNNs (circular
neural networks) were commonly used for neural-based
abstracts, which were the basic models of many new
technologies.
The extraction models focus on how to express sentences
and how to choose the most suitable sentences. For example,
CNNLM [17] employed convolutional neural network to
represent sentences. Through training with noise contrast
estimation, it can distinguish the real next word from the
noisy word and select sentences based on the principle of
optimizing submodule targets. This model can well process
redundant information in candidate words. In [18], the
method NN-SE utilized CNN and RNN to represent a
sentence, which was input into the LSTM encoder. Thus, the
LSTM decoder with sigmoid was used in grading, sorting,
and choice of a sentence. Regarding the encoder and decoder, the stochastic gradient descent method was employed
to minimize the negative logarithm likelihood. The contribution of this model is that the generation of abstracts no
longer requires the manual language annotation process.
In [19], the SummaRuNNer was proposed to use a twolayer bidirectional RNN to represent sentences and documents, each of which was a bidirectional GRU. The model
SummaRuNNer is shown in Figure 2. The blue part is the
word-level representation, and the red part is the sentencelevel representation. For each sentence representation, there
is a 0, 1 label output indicating whether or not each sentence
belongs to the summary. The second layer merges the
sentence representation of the ﬁrst layer into a document
representation, in which the sentences are sorted using the
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Figure 2: SummaRuNNer model.

sigmoid function. The training of this model is similar to the
NN-SE model. Its advantage lies in the visualization of
prediction, which makes the model intuitive and easy to
understand. Moreover, its performance is comparable to
that of some advanced depth models.
In the abstract summary model, the main consideration
is how to represent the whole document in the encoder and
how to generate sequence words through the decoder. For
example, RAS-LSTM and RAS-Elman [20] used the encoder
based on CNN and attention mechanism and used Elman
RNN or LSTM model for decoding. The novel convolutional
attention encoder of this model can ensure that the generation process of the decoder always focuses on the appropriate word input. Nallapati et al. [21] proposed a
feature-rich hierarchical attention encoder based on twoway GRU to represent documents, in which one-way GRU,
decoder based on LVT (the large vocabulary trick), and
pointer switch mechanism were utilized. The innovation of
this model is to model basic structures such as keywords,
rare words, and word-to-sentence hierarchy, which will help
improve the performance of the model. In [22], PointerGenerator Networks adopted single-layer bidirectional
LSTM as encoder and single-layer unidirectional LSTM as
basic decoder and added pointer switch mechanism. On this
basis, an overlay mechanism to punish repeated attention
was also proposed. This model eﬀectively solves the problem
that the traditional sequence-to-sequence neural network
model is prone to duplicate inaccurate content [23–25].
2.1.2. Intelligent Dialog. Automatic text generation in the
dialog system refers to the natural language of the organization to generate responses based on the user’s statement.
Intelligent dialog system currently has three modes [26]:
template-based, knowledge-based, and deep learning-based
sequence-to-sequence generation model.
(1) Template-Based Models. This technique designs dialog
templates for speciﬁc scenarios, and the text generation
process is a template ﬁlling process [27]. The template-based
model can accurately answer the questions in a certain ﬁeld,

but it has poor portability. It is suitable for the scenario of
human assistant.
Apple’s Siri uses template-based natural language generation. Siri employs the system’s vocabulary to map surface words
to related concepts, relationships, and properties, creating a
dialog template that allows it to interact easily with users.
(2) Knowledge-Based Models. Based on an indexed dialog
database, the user’s statements are ﬁrst analyzed using
natural language processing (NLP) technology, and then
fuzzy matching is performed in the statement database to
select the response statements with the highest matching
degree. This model is often used in entertainment chat and
question-and-answer systems, and its knowledge base is easy
to expand. However, when the amount of data is too large,
the context is often not connected.
IBM’s computerized question answering system, Watson, uses knowledge-based retrieval technology during the
text generation stage [28]. After collecting large-scale evidence, Watson further analyzes and evaluates the answers.
The system uses Deep QA architecture, which follows: (1)
including more than one principle of assertion for the answers of fact, (2) searching for diﬀerent resources for different understandings of the problem [29], and (3) achieving
more than one candidate answer. After evaluation, scoring
of each answer, the best answer is ﬁnally selected. Moreover,
the complementarity of unstructured information and
structured information is employed to improve the correctness of evidence analysis [30].
The architecture of Deep QA is extensible, in which Q&A
tasks can be improved through the expansion of the
knowledge base. However, the knowledge base is growing
too fast to be updated in real time.
(3) Deep Learning-Based Models. Dialog generation based on
deep learning does not rely on any template or knowledge
base. This model is based on the end-to-end technology of
deep learning, which acquires the ability of organization by
learning natural language directly through a large amount of
corpus. The resulting text is more ﬂexible and intelligent.
Google [31] proposed a sequence-to-sequence framework to train their conversation engines. The model used
end-to-end training patterns and backpropagation learning.
The output of the conversation was based on the predicted
sentences or sentences in the conversation. The completely
data-driven approach can save a lot of manual overhead, but
the model is capable of only simple conversations and lacks
consistency before and after conversations.
Sordoni et al. [32] added context relation on the basis of
the previous model and replaced the RNN model with
multilayer forward neural network, so that the model could
input context information and dialog information into
encoder and maintain the dynamic consistency of input and
output information. This context-aware approach also
presents problems, such as adding distant content unnecessarily to the current generation process.
Kumar et al. [33] proposed a model of dynamic memory
network, which used an episodic memory module to store
context information and corpus based on HNN. Dialog is a
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process of iterative attention; thus, the ﬁnal text generation
will be a hierarchical recursive reorder, resulting in a highquality dialog generation.
It can be seen that neural network performs well in both
text summarization and conversational system technology.
However, when generating real sentences, there is a high
probability of failure for two main reasons: (1) When using
autoencoders to map sentences to their hidden representations, the representations of these sentences often occupy a
small area of the hidden space. Therefore, most areas in the
hidden space are not necessarily mapped to real sentences
[34]. (2) Because of the nature of RNN itself, the error rate of
sentence generation may increase greatly with the length of
the sentence itself, which makes the quality of long sentences
diﬃcult to be guaranteed. In order to solve the above
problems, in recent years, researchers pay more attention to
how to generate more realistic sentences; they usually adopt
the following methods: (1) using GANs (Generative
Adversarial Networks) [35] frame to make the text more like
human writing; (2) using reinforcement learning; (3)
combining semantic or grammatical information to make
the resulting sentences more correct [36].
The application of adversarial training can eﬀectively
improve the above problems by alternately updating discriminator and generator. Zhang et al. [34] proposed a
method of adversarial training texts, which utilized LSTM as
a generator and CNN as a discriminator. The generator
constantly generates near-real sentences, and the discriminator aims to accurately distinguish the sentences generated
by the generator from the real sentences. After adversarial
training, the sentence was guaranteed to maintain high
quality from a holistic perspective. In addition, Li et al. [37]
have applied adversarial training to the neural dialog system,
making the dialog generated by the intelligent dialog system
almost indistinguishable from human language.
In 2019, Gao et al. [38] applied a GAN model to add textrelated comment information. They chose the Seq2Seq
model based on the attention mechanism and pointer
mechanism as the generator and CNN as the discriminator.
They used the content of the comments to get the main ideas
and redundant information in the text.
Zhang et al. [39] used a more powerful generator,
Transformer. Transformer is a completely attention-based
model proposed by Google in 2017. It has achieved excellent
performance in machine translation. Similarly, they chose
CNN as the discriminator. The eﬃcient parallelization of the
Transformer framework has made their work a good result.
The GAN model is often combined with reinforcement
learning. The GAN model alone cannot be applied to natural
language generation, because the generated data of text is
discrete, and the improvement of generator is eﬀective for
continuous data such as image based on discriminator information. However, for text data, the improved results are
likely to correspond to invalid text information. Reinforcement learning has an inherent advantage in discrete
data. It can use customized reward or punishment mechanisms to drive the ﬁnal result more ﬂexibly. Therefore,
GAN-based text generation models usually use the policy
gradient method in reinforcement learning during the
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training of the generator and discriminator. The above
models of Gao et al. [38] and Zhang et al. [39] were designed
as such. Of course, reinforcement learning itself makes a
great contribution to natural language generation. Chen and
Bansal [40] ﬁrst used a deep learning model to extract
important sentences and then used reinforcement learning
to abstract the extracted text. Their model uses the idea of
parallel decoding, which makes the decoding process very
eﬃcient.
In the dialog system, the process of dialog is like a decisionmaking process, so it can be ﬁtted by the strategy learning
process of reinforcement learning. Li et al. [41] used adversarial
inverse reinforcement learning technology and provided a
unique reward mechanism for the discriminator of the
adversarial model, so the generator can obtain more accurate
reward signals from it. Experiments have shown that their
dialog system can produce high-performance responses.
In addition to the above two advanced methods, it is also
an eﬀective and feasible way to return to the semantic and
grammatical structure of the text. Kouris et al. [42] proposed
a new model combining deep learning and semantic data
transformation in 2019. The principle of conversion is as
follows: generalize the low-frequency words in the text into
high-frequency words in the learning process, and then
materialize the words in postprocessing. Based on this
principle, the prediction of the model becomes more
accurate.
Song et al. [43] expressed text as Abstract Meaning
Representation (AMR) [44], which describes the grammatical structure of a sentence. They used a novel graph-totext encoder. The traditional graph-to-text method is to
traverse the nodes in the graph in a depth-ﬁrst search or a
breadth-ﬁrst search. This method has disadvantages, which
will cause the words that are close to each other to be far
apart after traversal. Therefore, they use RNN to directly
encode the graph into text, which solves the above problem
well, and this parallel encoding method saves a lot of time.
The accuracy of text-to-text generation model still needs
to be improved. The training of a text model usually requires
a large corpus, and the training time of the model is very long
(it may take several days). Therefore, an eﬃcient text generation model is needed. Recently, many scholars have tried
joint training on multiple documents. Fabbri et al. [45]
applied a single-document model to multidocument text and
found that combining methods such as Maximum Marginal
Relevance (MMR) [46] is feasible. However, they just simply
connect multiple documents, and the relationship between
diﬀerent documents is not considered. Eﬀective multidocument-based text generation is also an important research direction in the future.
2.2. Data to Text. The generation of data to text is based on
various data and tables, from which the internal structure
and correlation are analyzed to form a smooth text. Ehud
Reiter of the University of Aberdeen put forward the general
framework of the data-to-text generation system [47], as
shown in Figure 3. Firstly, the numerical data is input from
the signal analysis module, and the basic patterns in the data
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are detected by various data analysis methods, which are
output as discrete data patterns. The input of the data interpretation module is the basic events. By analyzing the
basic patterns and input events, more complex and abstract
messages are inferred, and their relationship is inferred.
Finally, the high-level messages and the relationship between
messages are output. Then, enter messages and relationships
in the Document Planning module, analyze and decide
which messages and relationships need to be mentioned in
the text, at the same time determine the structure of the text,
and ﬁnally output the messages and document structures
that need to be mentioned. The last step is to input the
selected message and structure in the Microplanning and
Realization module and output the ﬁnal text through natural
language generation.
At present, this technology is mainly used in the ﬁelds of
meteorological report, ﬁnance, sports, and medicine. There
are two main problems that need to be solved in data-to-text
generation: (1) how to choose eﬀective data subset from the
data obtained, which can be called content selection; (2) how
to describe these data subsets in human language, which can
be called surface implementation. The actual methods of
data-to-text generation can be divided into rule-based
methods and data-driven methods [48]. The relevant development context and research methods are introduced as
follows.
2.2.1. Rule-Based Methods. Rule-based data text generation
methods make the content selection and natural language
representation of data according to expert knowledge in a
certain ﬁeld, which is suitable for speciﬁc ﬁelds, such as
medicine and meteorology [49].
In the medical ﬁeld, Hallett et al. [50] proposed a medical
research method based on medical history information in
2006. The innovation of this method is to encode the information of clinical history into data and use the medical
history data to generate text reports to support further
clinical research. The approach also incorporates visual
navigation tools to address the shortcomings of text generation. It aims to study cancer-related problems, but the
method could be applied to other areas of medicine as well.
In 2009, Gatt et al. proposed [51] “BabyTalk” system to
generate the natural language summary of neonatal intensive
care data. This system adopted the algorithm proposed in
[50] to combine data with visualization and other

technologies, to make the decision-making results more
accurate.
Banaee et al. [52] developed a text generation method
based on physiological sensor data in 2013. This method
extracts information from the original data, performs data
denoising and other processing, and uses expert knowledge
to delete the value of the workpiece, to ensure that the system
can generate text according to reliable signal input. In the
natural language generation stage, the system uses correlation functions to order the importance of sentences and
ﬁnally outputs robust text.
In the ﬁeld of meteorology, Ramos et al. [53] proposed a
meteorological service system “GALiWeather” in 2014,
which took the weather data as the initial input and abstracted the data values into time-related language labels,
namely, an intermediate code, through a computational
method. Finally, the intermediate code was used as secondary input to generate natural language descriptions using
an NLG system containing expert rules. They designed two
NLG systems: One dealt with simple variables (cloud cover,
wind, and temperature), in which language templates were
deﬁned. The other dealt with precipitation variables to
prevent repetition, redundancy in the generated sentences.
This method can guarantee high performance in content and
form of text generation and can generate text description
close to expert generation. However, the system is currently
only applicable to the ﬁeld of meteorology, with poor
universality.
In 2016, Gkatzia et al. [54] developed two natural language generation systems, one based on “WMO (world
meteorological organization)” and the other based on
“NATURAL.” Both systems provided text descriptions of
precipitation and temperature, improving the accuracy of
prediction. WMO is a rules-based system that can make
predictions such as a 30 percent probability of rain, taking
into account an interval of sunny days. The system can then
generate the following text description: “it may be sunny, it
may be rainy–less likely than impossible.” The NATURAL
system can imitate the tone and description of a weather
forecaster. The rules used in this system come from the way
in which observations (such as the BBC weather reporter)
make predictions. For the same example above, the system
obtains the following text description: “mainly dry and
sunny.”
The above methods can demonstrate that the rulebased data text generation needs the power of experts, and
it can perform well in professional ﬁelds, but the applicability of the model is not wide. Moreover, rule-based
methods often require a language template, which makes
the generated text form too monotonous. Fortunately, the
data-driven approach can improve both of these
problems.
2.2.2. Data-Driven Methods. Data-driven text generation
refers to the direct use of data for training, without the
intervention of expert knowledge [49]. At present, datadriven methods have dominated natural language
generation.
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Liang et al. proposed a probabilistic generation model in
2009 [55], which can uniformly deal with the correspondence from segmentation text to description, fact identiﬁcation, and data-to-text matching and solve the increasing
ambiguity and noise in data. Inspired by this, Angeli et al.
designed a new log-linear classiﬁer in 2010 [56]. The whole
text generation process is decomposed into several local
decisions, which proved to have high performance in different ﬁelds such as sports and weather.
In 2014, Sowdaboina et al. proposed to utilize machine
learning (ML) technologies to solve the problem of data
content selection for the ﬁrst time [57]. The model uses a
mixture of natural language generation techniques and
template-based methods to help the NLG system select text
suitable for the application of templates, thus combining
their respective strengths to produce high-quality text. The
use of machine learning makes the rules of text generation
closer to the human mind.
In the same year, Gkatzia et al. [58] introduced the
feedback mechanism based on the content selection model
in [57]. They compared and discussed the methods of
multilabel classiﬁcation and reinforcement learning (RL).
The results showed that ML technologies can make the
prediction results more accurate, while reinforcement
learning is more exploratory.
In recent years, deep learning has achieved remarkable
results in text summarization technology, and it also performs well in data-driven text generation. Mei et al. [59]
proposed an end-to-end neural network model in 2016,
which does not require the intervention of experts or rules.
The model uses an encoder-allocator-decoder architecture
and employs LSTM network unit as nonlinear encoder and
decoder. In the model, the bidirectional LSTM-RNN encoder takes input from a set of event records and obtains the
representation after modeling the dependencies that exist
between the records in the database. The aligner of the model
performs content selection using an extension of the
alignment mechanism. This model can achieve satisfactory
results even in ﬁelds where data is scarce.
In 2016, Lebret et al. [60] introduced a feedforward
neural language model based on conditional neural language
models, which can regulate text generation by tabular
conditional language model and generate the sentences of
people’s biographies according to the fact tables in the
dataset of people’s biographies in Wikipedia. It copies and
transfers words from ﬁxed vocabularies and sample tables
into output statements, which is a way to process large
vocabulary data. The model has a good grasp of the tenses of
the text, but some words need to be correctly predicted
under a global condition. Overall, the model is able to
generate ﬂuent one-sentence descriptions of each character.
However, generating longer descriptions is the problem that
they have to tackle.
In 2019, Liu et al. [61] layered reinforcement learning
frameworks to accommodate multimodal tasks. The model
consists of multilevel strategy mechanism and multilevel
reward mechanism. The ﬁrst part aims to improve the accuracy of word level and sentence level, since the multilevel
policy network can adaptively integrate word-level and
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sentence-level policies to generate each word. The second
part guides the reward mechanism by combining image and
language information. In order to better connect policies
and rewards, they also designed novel optimization guidance
items [61], as shown in Figure 4.
The diﬃculties of data-driven methods are mainly as
follows: (1) There are high requirements for reliability and
accuracy of data sources, which will directly aﬀect the accuracy of the generated text. When dealing with large-scale
data, the performance of the model decreases dramatically.
(2) Eﬃciency is low when facing large-scale data. Wiseman
et al. [48] employed a series of advanced neural methods and
a simple template generation system to tackle document
generation tasks. Experiments have shown that recent neural
network models perform well in generating short textual
descriptions of small amounts of data, but when faced with
large-scale data, even with the ability to generate smooth
text, text descriptions and human-generated documents still
have a large diﬀerence. Puduppully et al. [62] found that if
the content planning of data is carried out in advance, it can
make a good combination of a large amount of data and deep
learning model. They identiﬁed two questions before
modeling to specify what to say and in what order. Experiments proved that they made a correct attempt, and the
generated text had better conciseness and grammar. However, this method only improves the overall quality of the
text, and more research is needed to accurately express the
details. At present, there are not many generation models for
large-scale data, so how to overcome the challenge brought
by massive data is still a serious problem. To further advance
data-driven text generation, both the bottlenecks must be
addressed.
2.3. Visual to Text. With the popularization of all kinds of
electronic products and the development of multimedia
technology, a large quantity of pictures and video information is generated every day. If the multimedia information is accurately converted into descriptive text, the
eﬃciency of classiﬁcation and management can be greatly
improved. The text generation work of image and video is
rough as follows.
2.3.1. Image to Text. Image-to-text generation is a natural
language description process after analyzing the visual
content of image. There are two main ways to generate text
from images: (1) The text can be generated through predeﬁned generic language templates, during which the key
attributes of images and other eﬀective information are
added. (2) Deep learning researchers generate descriptive
sentences by using sequential generation models. These two
generation methods are described below.
(1) Template-Based Generation. The template-based methods
ﬁrst use computer vision technology to identify the objects in
the image, preset the template to be ﬁlled, and populate
object relations and attribute labels into the template to
generate the descriptive language of the image.
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Vision-language
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Language-language
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Multi-level Reward Function

Figure 4: Multilevel policy and reward.

Farhadi et al. [63] ﬁrst proposed the idea of cross-modal
transformation from picture to text and studied the method
based on language template. The model assumes that there
are three spaces: image space, sentence space, and meaning
space between them. The model uses triples (object, action,
scene) for meaning representation. For sentence space, they
use Curran & Clark parser [64] to generate the dependencies
of each sentence and extract the subject-verb-object and
other structures of the sentence, and then add them to the
template of the sentence. By learning the mapping of image
space and sentence space to the meaning space, measuring
the similarity between them, and establishing the connection
with the meaning space, the two-way conversion of image
and text can be realized [65].
Kuznetsova et al. [66] proposed a new tree-based template method, which generated tree-structured phrase
fragments by learning existing training sets, and then selectively combined these fragments to generate text descriptions. This model has a stronger generalization and
generation ability than previous methods.
Yang et al. [67] utilized the hidden Markov model in the
template-based method to ﬁll in the template of sentence
generation with the most likely predicted subject-object,
verb, preposition, and other contents and ﬁnally output the
natural language description of the image after decoding.
The sentences generated by this model are more readable
and relevant, but sometimes they are less predictive of nouns
and verbs.
Language template-based methods tend to produce
monotonous sentence patterns and content. In order to solve
this limitation, deep learning-based coding-decoding
methods are a better choice.
(2) Deep Learning-Based Generation. The implementation
process of deep learning-based coding-decoding methods is
naturally divided into two parts: The coding process is
designed to extract visual features, generally using deep
neural network, CNN. In the decoding process, extracted
features are used as input, and natural text describing image
is generated by using RNN or LSTM model. Codingdecoding methods are the applications of deep learning in
image text generation, which often combine some diﬀerent

fusion methods, attention mechanism, or reinforcement
learning [67] to generate more diverse sentences.
Mao et al. [68] ﬁrst proposed an image text generation
model m-RNN based on neural network. In addition to the
CNN-based visual feature extraction part and language
modeling part, this model also has a multimodal part, which
connects the language model and CNN through a layer
representation in m-RNN. m-RNN model can not only
complete the image-to-text generation, but also solve the
problem of sentence and image retrieval.
Fang et al. [69] proposed a new image generation text
model, which consisted of three main parts: (1) visual detector, used to identify high-frequency words in image titles;
(2) language model, adopting the CNN structure, which is
used for the statistics of the related information of words and
the generation of natural language; (3) a multimodal similarity model, which is for reordering words. The model is
directly studied in the title text of the image, which combines
the image content to obtain words of various parts of speech,
ensuring that the generated text contains these words. Its
global semantic result is the best in the oﬃcial benchmark
test.
Xu et al. [70] added attention mechanism to the model. It
used convolutional neural network as an encoder to extract
feature vectors of images and used long and short time
memory networks in the decoder. The generated position of
each word was determined according to the context vector,
past hidden state, and position of previously generated
words. The mechanism of the attention model allows the
algorithm to selectively focus on certain areas of the image,
thus visually selecting important parts.
Zhou et al. [71] proposed a special attention-based approach, which focused on words in the text, as opposed to
the traditional approach focusing on part of the image. The
model uses td-gLSTM (time-dependent gLSTM) method to
generate attention guidance signal, which guides LSTM to
generate descriptive natural language.
In recent years, reinforcement learning has become a hot
topic in machine learning. In 2017, Zhang et al. [72] applied
reinforcement learning to the process of image text generation. The model uses actor-critic method to train, thus it
can improve the matching between training results and
prediction results through the mechanism of reward and
punishment. In the same year, Ren et al. [73] developed a
new decision-making framework, which used the “strategy
network” and “value network” in reinforcement learning to
generate texts collaboratively.
However, using only the reward and punishment
mechanism in reinforcement learning and the strategy
network to generate text images is still unsatisfactory.
Multitask learning vision and language pose a challenge to
generation. In 2019, Liu et al. [61] layered reinforcement
learning frameworks to accommodate multimodal tasks. The
model consists of a multilevel strategy mechanism and a
multilevel reward mechanism. The ﬁrst part aims to improve
the accuracy of both the word level and the sentence level,
and the second part guides the reward mechanism by
combining images and language information. In order to
better bridge strategies and rewards, they also designed a
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novel optimization guidance item. Aiming at solving the
problem of multimodal learning, Nguyen et al. [74] also
added detailed natural language descriptions of objects
based on title information and combined the mixed end-toend CNN-LSTM model to eﬀectively solve the two problems
of natural language generation and object retrieval of object
titles.
Although image-to-text generation methods are constantly being innovated, there are still many problems to be
improved, such as the immature image feature extraction
technology, the semantic gap between image and text, and
the cross-language description of images [75].
2.3.2. Video to Text. Early video-to-text generation works
depended on the manual operation of the video feature
extraction and modeling tasks [76, 77]. After that, more and
more research was proposed. In 2015, Xu et al. [78] designed
a new discriminative CNN to learn video representation for
event detection. However, this model ignores the time
structure of video. In order to solve the problem, Ballas et al.
[79] proposed GRU-RCN algorithm, which considered
video time and space feature information. It can obtain more
reﬁned video motion information in order to reduce the bad
inﬂuence brought by high-dimensional video reproduction.
Pan et al. [80] also proposed a hierarchical recursive
neural encoder (HRNE) to generate text for video, aiming at
the integration of time information in video. The hierarchical structure enables video information to be better
expressed, and the higher part of the model can make full use
of the time structure and can be transformed at diﬀerent
granularity of time. In addition, the HRNE model has
promising ﬂexibility and nonlinearity, but the generalization
ability of the model needs to be improved.
The above models are only used to generate a few
sentences of short video. Yu et al. [81] ﬁrst attempted to use
deep learning method to generate multiple sets of statements
or paragraphs for long video in 2016. They proposed a
framework based on RNN structure to generate video
paragraph text. The framework consists of a sentence generator and a paragraph generator. The paragraph generator
models the relationships of simple sentences generated by
the sentence generator. This algorithm has achieved favorable results in two large datasets, YouTubeClips and
TACoS-MultiLevel, but the model is unable to process very
small objects in video. Besides, the error superposition may
occur due to the unilateral nature of the sentences generated
by the model. All these problems need to be solved.
For video’s multimodal features, many current models
simply connect the features of video with diﬀerent modes.
Xu et al. [82] focused on the characteristics of video’s
multimodal features and proposed a multimodal attention
span memory neural network (MA-LSTM) model. LSTM
encoders and decoders are used in the model. Because video
has multimodal characteristics, three LSTM models are built
to encode video frames, video motion, and audio, and then
they are fused to form multimodal ﬂows, which are then
output from the decoder. A multilevel attention mechanism
is added to enhance the ﬂexibility and eﬀectiveness of modal
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integration. Compared with the advanced video-to-text
generation algorithms GUR-RCN and HRNE, this algorithm
has more obvious advantages and is a more successful
network model.

3. Application of Text Generation in
Smart Justice
This section will discuss the practical application of text
generation in justice with existing generation models. Prior
to this, we will introduce 6 authoritative legal datasets that
can be used for text generation, such as judgment prediction
and clerical generation. Of course, they can also be used for
other intelligent judicial tasks.
3.1. Legal Case Reports Dataset. (https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/
datasets/Legal+Case+Reports)The dataset was provided by the
Federal Court of Australia (FCA). It includes all the legal cases
of the Federal Court from 2006 to 2009. For each document,
the dataset contains its catchphrases, citations sentences, citation catchphrases, and citation classes. These data can be used
for automatic text summarization and citation analysis.
3.2. Department of Justice Open Data. (https://www.justice.
gov/open/open-data) US Department of Justice published a
list of legal data publicly online on November 30, 2013, so
this dataset is a high-quality open dataset. It includes speciﬁc
databases such as violent crime cases, FBI crime reports, and
statistical reports.
3.3. The Supreme Court Database. (http://scdb.wustl.edu/)
The database comes from the US Supreme Court and has
absolute authority. The data records cases of court judgments from 1791 to 2018. Each case contains the legal
provisions referenced by the case and many details at the
time of the decision.
3.4. Caselaw Access Project (CAP). (https://case.law/) The
database contains 360 years of various judgment cases in the
United States, which have been digitally obtained from the
collections of the Harvard Law Library. The cases have been
organized into a uniﬁed form. A total of 1,693,904 diﬀerent
cases have been collected.
3.5. Bureau of Justice. (https://www.bjs.gov/index.cfm?
ty=dca) The data source is provided by the Bureau of Justice Statistics and contains data on some US law enforcement
agencies, prisons, parole, and probation. This data is essential to improve the eﬃciency of legal oﬃces and eﬀectively help ﬁght crime.
3.6.
CAIL2018. (https://github.com/thunlp/CAIL2018)
CAIL2018 [83], the ﬁrst large-scale legal dataset for judgment prediction in China, is derived from the website of
adjudication documents. The dataset includes 2676,075 legal
cases, all published by the Supreme People’s Court. Each
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case includes a description of the facts of the case and the
outcome of the judgment, which is embodied in the relevant
legal provisions, the predicted charges, and the sentence.
This dataset is very large and very well annotated.
It can be found that most of these legal datasets are
composed of text, so text-to-text generation technology
plays a vital role in the generation of legal texts, which is also
the current research content of most researchers. However,
the potential contribution of data-to-text and visual-to-text
technologies to legal work cannot be ignored.
3.7. Application of Text-to-Text Generation. Automatic textto-text generation technology can be applied to intelligent
extraction and intelligent dialog in smart justice. The application of text summary technology to the reading and
summary of case documents can relieve the pressure of
judges and reduce the errors caused by human operations.
For example, in order to better solve the issue of appealing
for disability beneﬁts for veterans, Zhong et al. [84] hope to
extract important sentences from cases as summarization.
The abstracts can help the Board of Veterans’ Appeals (BVA)
to make more accurate decisions on cases. They used a
corpus of about 35,000 BVA cases on disability compensation for posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD). The authors
used the idea of train-attribute-mask pipeline, sentence type
classiﬁer, and MMR technology successively to select
summary sentences with a priority prediction function and
ﬁnally embedded the generated sentences into a template.
The selection of an advanced abstract neural network model
is the key step for intelligent extraction. During the generation of abstract, additional modeling or attention can be
paid to such important information as time and place.
The retrieval model based on judicial knowledge base can
be used in the intelligent dialog system of judicial domain.
Firstly, a complete judicial law knowledge database is built,
which can be expanded or deleted according to the modiﬁcation of laws and regulations, and the appropriate algorithms are selected to evaluate the matching statements.
Finally, the response statements are generated. Governatori
et al. [85] extended an existing dialog framework into the
legal ﬁeld. They used the framework to model the process of
dialog in legislative deliberations. For more ﬂexible questions, deep learning-based dialog system can be used to
answer.
3.8. Application of Data-to-Text Generation. Data-to-text
automatic generation technology can be applied to intelligent report generation in smart justice. Usually, the legal
system creates ﬁles for each criminal, records the occurrence
of some cases, etc. Thus, we can establish a database of this
content and make corresponding structural selection. For
example, using one kind of criminal event or a certain period
of time of the case records, the natural language description
can be generated automatically based on data-driven text
generation algorithms.
GAN is improved by Kang et al. [86]. The encoderdecoder model based on LSTMs is used as the generator, and
the binary classiﬁcation module based on CNN is used as the
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discriminator. Through the real legal documents of divorce
cases and through the data-driven method, a total of 25,000
case report datasets were preprocessed by word segmentation. Finally, through comparison, it is concluded that the
text index of case description generated by this model has a
good eﬀect.
3.9. Application of Visual-to-Text Generation. Automatic
visual-to-text generation technology can be applied to intelligent storage in smart justice. With the gradual informatization of legal systems, document storage format is no
longer the traditional JPG, PNG, MPEG, MP4, and other
forms of pictures and video; they need to be expressed into
text. Image ﬁles can use the infrastructure of encoder and
decoder in deep learning to generate natural language descriptions. Kang et al. [86] constructed a deep learning
network model, ED-GAN, which is suitable for automatic
generation of legal texts and applied the model to the
generation of legal case description. At the same time, the
discriminator model based on CNN can improve the accuracy of the generated text and form a competitive confrontation with the real text. The method can generate the
case description text for a long time through the networkbased method. The experimental results show that ED-GAN
model has a good eﬀect in generating case description text. If
necessary, other technologies should be combined to enhance the learning ability of images. In judicial work, a
video, which is monitored for a long time and has a lot of
redundant information, is generally processed. Therefore, in
addition to video-to-text generation model with good
multimodal characteristics, attention mechanism is often
needed.

4. Challenges of Text Generation in
Smart Justice
In this section, we further discuss the text generation
techniques according to the characteristics of judicial text
and judicial work and locate the problems and challenges in
their applications in judicial work.
(1) The text generation algorithms cannot yet be used to
solve complex problems in smart justice. For example, in the existing intelligent consulting service,
the intelligent dialog systems are realized by text-totext generation. However, the existing dialog systems
are not perfect enough. When dealing with complex
problems, manual services are still needed. This
indicates that the current natural language generation models are not fully capable of thinking like a
human brain. We look forward to the day when
computers can be answered like humans, which is
not just simple and mechanical. However, this requires further development of artiﬁcial intelligence
in text generation for smart justice.
(2) The performances of the existing techniques have not
met the standards required by law. From the characteristics of judicial text, it is diﬀerent from other
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texts. In essence, the law is the highest standard of
conduct used to regulate and constrain the whole
society, which is formulated or recognized by the
state and guaranteed by the state’s coercive force. It
has supreme authority and prescriptiveness. Concreteness, accuracy, simplicity, preciseness, and
speciﬁcation are the standards of wording in legal
texts [87]. In the previous section, some neural
network-based text generation algorithms were
summarized. However, due to the inherent nature of
the model, the high quality of sentences cannot be
guaranteed when generating long sentences. Even if
adversarial training was used, it can only improve the
overall quality of the sentence.
To tackle this, the corpus should be accurately
classiﬁed or extracted for keywords before sentence
training, and the idea of keyword coverage should be
used for modeling. Thus, promising results may be
achieved. However, judicial text generation should
improve its eﬃciency as much as possible in the links
of input, training, and output. Therefore, the study of
high-quality text generation technique is another
promising area in smart justice.
(3) The generation of judicial text needs to standardize
the wording and format. Speciﬁcally, legal terms
have a single meaning [61], and each term represents
a speciﬁc legal concept, which cannot be arbitrarily
replaced when used. For example, “alimony” refers
to “alimony for divorce,” which cannot be replaced
with “payment,” even though in reality the terms are
similar. Besides, legal terms also have opposite
meanings [87]; namely, many terms come in pairs
with contradictory meanings, such as plaintiﬀ and
defendant, actor and victim. Therefore, it is necessary
to accurately grasp the subject and object in the text,
and there must be no situation where the host and
the guest are upside down [88].
In the generation of judicial texts, their characteristics should be fully considered, and the terms in
corpus should be used accurately. A semantic-driven
approach can be used to study judicial documents.
This model should consider the complex structure
and semantic knowledge of judicial texts to enhance
the application eﬀect in law. Besides, before using the
text generation model, a domain knowledge model
of judicial documents should be constructed. The
more accurate the knowledge model is built, the
more eﬀective the results will be. Therefore, the
construction of the domain knowledge model is
pretty important in smart justice.
(4) The size of the data generated by judicial texts is
huge. There are nearly hundreds of thousands of laws
and regulations that need to be entered into the
system. At present, tens of millions of judicial
documents have been published. Diﬀerent from
meteorological and news ﬁelds, the storage of judicial
data needs to be more complete and lasting, which
proposes certain requirements for its storage
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technology. Moreover, the current text generation
techniques are not good at large-scale data, especially
in data-driven text generation.
Therefore, the text generation models should be
combined with some advanced caching technologies
to solve the storage problem of a large amount of text
data. For example, the extension mechanism based
on replication and reconstruction can eﬀectively
improve the neural network system of a large
amount of data, but the overall eﬃciency is still
limited. Thus, more research is needed to make a
signiﬁcant breakthrough.
(5) Models need interpretability. Many models of artiﬁcial intelligence are like black boxes, which may
produce correct but abstract results. If the results of a
model are not well explained, they may not be
convincing, especially in the serious and infallible
ﬁeld of law. Keppens et al. [89] used Bayesian networks in legal decision making. Encouragingly, their
model can well explain the production results,
coupled with the probabilistic rationality of the
Bayesian network. This will be an acceptable one in
the legal ﬁeld model.
Thus, if the text generation technology is combined with
knowledge such as mathematical statistics or given a reasonable explanation for each process in machine learning,
advanced models will be better promoted in law.
Text generation technology needs to integrate the
research results of natural language processing, machine
learning, cognitive science, and other ﬁelds, and it has
very high research value and prospects. However, smart
justice has great challenges in text generation because of
its complex problems, strict wording standards, and
huge data speciﬁcations. Therefore, in this case, this
paper proposes a cross-modal legal text generation direction as a future research opportunity. Combined with
text, data, and visual analysis, more accurate text can be
generated to meet the ﬁling requirements of judicial
documents.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we put forward the importance of text generation technology in the intellectualization of judicial
system and then summarize the current text generation
techniques according to text input, data input, and visual
information input. After that, we propose how to apply these
techniques to the actual judicial text generation. Particularly,
the intelligent dialog system and text summary technology
can be employed to intelligent consultation and intelligent
extraction in smart justice. Moreover, data-driven text
generation can be used to automatically generate judicial
reports. The generation of image, video, and text can meet
the requirements of judicial document ﬁling. Finally, we
discuss the text generation techniques according to the
characteristics of judicial text and judicial work and locate
the problems and challenges in their application to judicial
work.
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